SAFENet Training
SAFENet 6.216 Basic Software with IDC Hardware
The SAFENet 6.2 Basic Software with IDC Hardware is a course designed to provide the student with the tools and concepts
necessary to design, install, and troubleshoot the software for a SAFENet system. This course is designed for dealers and
integrators. Students will design a hardware system based on a set of conditions. Then configure the software to communicate with
the hardware and input additional software data based on information provided for each project. In this course the student will be
taught how to prepare a SAFENet system to be delivered to a customer. Customers will also benefit from this course as well, if
they desire to learn more about the system or desire to expand on the information that was provided to them by their dealers. This
is a 35 hour course that meets 7 hours a day for 5 days.

SAFENet 6.216 System Administrator Course
The SAFENet 6.216 System Administration is a course designed to provide the individual tasked with the duties of day-to-day
administration of the SAFENet system with as much information about the system and its capabilities as can be compressed into
the time allowed. This course is designed as an end-user course and it picks up where the SAFENet 6.2 Basic Software w/IDC
Hardware courses left off. At the end of the SAFENet Basic course students design a hardware system based on a set of conditions.
In the Admin course students take the systems that were designed in the Basic course and install the software based on information
provided for each project. This is a 35 hour course that meets 7 hours a day for 5 days.

SAFENet 6.216 Networking & SQL/Database
This is a five day course that is broken out in two sections:
SAFENet 6.216 Networking is a two and a half day course that provides SAFENet professionals with a functional understanding
of computer networks. The course includes networking fundamentals, system components and how the components work together
in a SAFENet installation.
SAFENet 6.216 SQL/Database is a two and half day course that provides SAFENet professionals with a functional understanding
of Microsoft SQL Sever 2000 databases. The course includes database design, functionality, manipulation, and administration with
a primary focus on the SAFENet databases.

Onsite Training
This is available on a first come first serve basis. This can be scheduled for any number of days that the dealer or end user requires
for their staff to be trained. Courses available for onsite training are all 6.216 SAFENet courses and Legacy courses. For Legacy
courses
Please contact customer service at 210-477-5400 / 210-582-2628 prior to making arrangements to see availability of our contracted
trainers. Non dealers that request training must prepay prior to date of onsite training.

Links to know
http://www.mondyn.com -Training Schedules are available at this link

Contact
Customer Service 210-477-5400 / 210-582-2628 from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM CST.

12500 Network Blvd. Suite 30

San Antonio, Texas 78249

Tel: 210-477-5400

Fax: 210-477-5401

www.mondyn.com

